
I am in the air again.  Two months may not sound
like much time, but it is the longest break I have
taken from traveling for this work in years.  Being
back in the airport and back in the cramped
seating of an airplane feels familiar.  It feels like
being back in the game.  I did what I wanted to
do with the break.  I finished my fourth book and
sent it off to my editor.  And I spent the rest of the
time traveling inward with only my own consciousness as my method of
travel.  It was not the time of rest that I wanted.  It was an intense time of
integration.    

We are headed to Europe for a European tour.  Most of my team is already
there.  They have been preparing for over a week now in the various cities on
the schedule.  I am arriving in Paris.  We will spend just enough time in
France for me to acclimatize before I go on stage in Basel, Switzerland.  I am
arriving in Basel with a new teaching that will prove to be a challenge to my
skills of oration.  But it is one that will be a surprise and it is one that will be
unconventional, which is a recipe for drastic change in terms of the way that
we view our life on earth.  After spending hour after hour journeying inward
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to see the universe at large, I can clearly see what human consciousness
needs at this time.  I am ready to answer to it. 

This week, we
welcomed a new
member to our
community. A little
English golden retriever
puppy that was born on
the solar eclipse that
occurred one and a half
months ago.  He is
already the precious
light of our lives.  I have
named him Snow
Moon.  We’re calling
him snowy for short.  He
is the most mellow

puppy I’ve ever been around.  He plays for 20 minutes here and there
outside in the grass and carries his little sock toy around.  He is already
learning to follow, which is the most important behavior for a puppy to learn. 
The rest of the time, he is sleeping in someone’s arms.  He has come into this
life imbued with the energy of MERGE.  The eclipse was all about individual
identity vs. oneness.  This puppy is a manifestation of togetherness.  He is like
the glue that holds everyone together.  He teaches this by simply being.  We
have been focusing non-stop in my community on moving from isolation to
connection so we are all in a space of self-congratulation that we have
become a match to the frequency of merge.  It is heartbreaking to leave him
with the community members that are staying behind for this tour.

For my purpose here on earth, currently it is essential for me to travel. 
Traveling to different places allows for people to have access to me that
would not otherwise be able to travel to see me.  Traveling allows me to dive
deep into the collective vibration of the places that I visit so that I can teach
the most relevant information and answer directly to the most prevalent pain
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that is affecting each area.  It gives me an even better handle on the human
collective; our similarities and differences.  I need to be able to tailor my
information to whomever I find myself in front of.  This is where the greatest
expansion can be created.  I did not come to earth with a specific message.  I
came to meet people wherever they are and to guide them in the direction
of what they are wanting.  I came here as a course turner. 

It is really hard though to try
to hold this polarity of my
purpose with the fact that I
am also a mother.  I am a
mother with a very close
community and the need I
have to fulfill this purpose
around the world is so often
in conflict with my need to
be at home with my son and
with the people who I call
family.  Most people
consider me to be an
obvious extrovert because
of what I do in the world. 
But in fact the side that is
much more intrinsic to my
core is an introverted one.  I
am a writer and an artist.  I
could sit in a mountain
cabin and write and cook and paint and cuddle with the animals and people
I love most for eternity.  But when I do this for too long, an insatiable inner
force compels me to go out into the world.  And so, I have found a happy
balance between my work in the world and my 'homebody'.  It is like inhaling
and exhaling now.  But I still intensely dislike leaving anyone behind.  I
already travel with a large entourage of sorts.  But if I had it only my way, that
entourage would include everyone I am close to.  I am hoping that Winter
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(my son) hits the age, readiness and maturity level to come with me soon so
he can learn from the world and so that I can stop grappling with the
inevitable guilt that every mother grapples with when they have a career,
especially one that requires travel. 

The documentary that the director, Paola Marino made about me was
released this week.  It is now available online and I am told that there will be
several live screenings of it in conjunction with my workshops.  I have been
battling with myself and with other people for the last two years about the
focus on my personal background story.  On one hand, it is an integral piece
of who I am.  It also involves several elements that are important to draw
social awareness to.  On the other hand, something always happens when
people find out about my background; all the focus and interest goes to my
personal story rather than to the information I am actually wanting to
present.  This has been frustrating me greatly.  I have been mostly obliging
people up to now and answering all their questions and allowing the focus to
be steered there.  But recently I decided I am going to steer the focus to
where I actually want it, on the content instead of on me.  The documentary is
about me and so naturally; it contains lots of content about my background. 
So when I found out that it had been released in perfect conjunction with my
decision to pull the focus off of me and onto the content, I had to laugh to
myself.  That is some cosmic irony right there.  But I saw the segments of film
that Paola shot while she was filming me over the course of two years and
they are full of poetic metaphor.  In my personal opinion, she is first and
foremost a visual artist.  She directs from this place and so it should prove to
be a real visual art piece.

I will be writing more blogs over the next couple of weeks as I taste new
experiences across Europe.  For now, I need to try to get some sleep if I can. 
I find sleeping on planes impossibly hard.  If I fail, I will resort to an entire
flight of meditation and whatever new awareness that provides.    
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Posted October 2 · Report

 

AAeenngguuss
Posted October 2 · Report

Think im gonna go cry or something, it will probably be a couple years like when im 20 or

21 that Teal will know who i am since we will be fellow spiritual teachers. Maybe she'll

recognize me from the 2 times i've seen her in person in  San Francisco and Dublin. 

mmiicchhaaeell  ssccoorrddaattoo
Posted October 2 · Report

For some reason that I don't understand, critics of your work look at your personal life as

a way of determining if they believe your teachings. Did they run a backround check  on

their college professors or have a private investigator look into the personal life of their

pastor? I believe your teachings stand on their own merits because of intuition, which is
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my only true guide.  Thank you for your work.

AArrnnee
Posted October 2 · Report

The journalist Anny Scandall-Rock was talking to Mr. Armedstrong about the new ship-

magazine Just Relatives to Trust, and as he was chairman for the NAAA

( nationalalternativeasasinationasociation ) she would like some input for her next article

Freelunch4all ,

but they were interrupted as the ship-chef Emma Unions-Mackerell served her

popular signature dish

hot EU-Paella with fresh fishy spices ...  

ppaamm8888
Posted October 3 · Report

Teal,

I 'm wondering why you are mostly traveling to EU and US? 

AAnnaa33
Posted October 3 · Report

I hope I manage to attend the workshop in Prague. It would mean everything to me to

see you. ❤

WWaayynnee  WWiilllliiaammss
Posted October 3 (edited) · Report
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Teal: Why would you not address the Las Vegas tragedy and put this type of blog off for

another time. I mean your timing does not seem to be the best here.

EEddiitteedd  OOccttoobbeerr  33  bbyy  WWaayynnee  WWiilllliiaammss

WWaayynnee  WWiilllliiaammss
Posted October 4 · Report

PLEASE ADDRESS THE LAS VEGAS TRAGEDY. I FOR ONE NEED TO HEAR WHAT YOUR

PERSPECTIVE IS ON ALL THIS. I AM WANTING TO HEAR YOUR COMPASSIONATE

UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT YOU THINK THAT  LED STEPHEN PADDOCK TO CARRY

OUT THIS RAMPAGE.

JJooeeyycc
Posted October 5 · Report

Nice to hear that dear Teal.

 

AAnnggeeiillccaa  MMiinngguueezz
Posted October 6 · Report

Personally, I love hearing about both sides of your life Teal, from work and content to

personal matters. I think that a reason that I love hearing about your personal life is that,

for me, personally, the majority of what I've seen/heard/learned from you is the

information you've been providing us. And it's been wonderful! I simply revel at the

prospect of learning more about you, who have taught me so much for the past few

years.

CCrryyssttaall  RRoobb
Posted October 7 · Report

OOnn  55  OOccttoobbeerr  22001177  aatt  22::1144  AAMM,,  WWaayynnee  WWiilllliiaammss  ssaaiidd::
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W.W. what can't you get - is anybody out there..? Teal has already commented on the

impending internal self-destruction of Good Ol' USofA.

As in the words of the Pink Floyd album The Wall: "Time to go, time to go..."

Surely Donald's perspective should be enough - not that I know for def but imagine he

must have tweeted several thousand times by now... 

Why should Teal have any better idea than you can figure out yourself. It just is. The

people there were a vibrational match. Is it not more correct to simply go love those close

to you; realising you may only ever have this one chance to say how you love them. Use

your internal emotional guidance system - your heart. Family and friends - enjoy them

while you still can.

 

===============================

Dear Sea Biscuit, you go kick some arse!

I for one am looking forward to 'Teal Getting Real'

crystal Rob

 

PS: Snowy is  the vibrational match to Teal's community - not without hard work, mind

you.

PLEASE ADDRESS THE LAS VEGAS TRAGEDY. I FOR ONE NEED TO HEAR WHAT

YOUR PERSPECTIVE IS ON ALL THIS. I AM WANTING TO HEAR YOUR

COMPASSIONATE UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT YOU THINK THAT  LED STEPHEN

PADDOCK TO CARRY OUT THIS RAMPAGE.

CCrryyssttaall  RRoobb
Posted October 7 · Report

OOnn  44  OOccttoobbeerr  22001177  aatt  1122::0055  AAMM,,  ppaamm8888  ssaaiidd::

==================================

Teal,

I 'm wondering why you are mostly traveling to EU and US? 
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Where it's needed @pam88  , where it's needed...

CCrryyssttaall  RRoobb
Posted October 7 · Report

Interesting.... When that commentary is turned backwards and at the speed of the normal

human thinking mind, with added loud heavy metal music and played 100 miles away

from where I'm listening - that all makes perfect sense. It's amazing, simply amazing.

Can you please comment on Donald again, and the impending fate of Amerika - I'd love

your perspective...?

Oh, also on total disassociation and disconnection of the soul from the mind... like that

one too please; if not too much trouble...

many thanks in advance

crystal Rob

OOnn  33  OOccttoobbeerr  22001177  aatt  99::2266  PPMM,,  AArrnnee  ssaaiidd::

============================

The journalist Anny Scandall-Rock was talking to Mr. Armedstrong about the new

ship-magazine Just Relatives to Trust, and as he was chairman for the NAAA

( nationalalternativeasasinationasociation ) she would like some input for her next

article Freelunch4all ,

but they were interrupted as the ship-chef Emma Unions-Mackerell served her

popular signature dish

hot EU-Paella with fresh fishy spices ...  

OOnn  33  OOccttoobbeerr  22001177  aatt  33::3300  PPMM,,  AAeenngguuss  ssaaiidd::

=====================

Think im gonna go cry or something, it will probably be a couple years like when im

20 or 21 that Teal will know who i am since we will be fellow spiritual teachers.

Maybe she'll recognize me from the 2 times i've seen her in person in  San Francisco

and Dublin. 
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If you get a Meet & Greet afterwards, she will, she will  ^.^

rraawwmmeellooddyy
Posted October 8 · Report

looking for closure on the las vegas tragedy, channeling erik speaks to stephen paddock:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPKEliJVfLs

OOnn  1100//44//22001177  aatt  33::1144  PPMM,,  WWaayynnee  WWiilllliiaammss  ssaaiidd::

PLEASE ADDRESS THE LAS VEGAS TRAGEDY. I FOR ONE NEED TO HEAR WHAT

YOUR PERSPECTIVE IS ON ALL THIS. I AM WANTING TO HEAR YOUR

COMPASSIONATE UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT YOU THINK THAT  LED STEPHEN

PADDOCK TO CARRY OUT THIS RAMPAGE.

AAyysseell
Posted October 11 · Report

Hi Teal and family! Congratulations on your little Snowy! I was so happy for you when I

saw the picture of you and pup! I have 3 dogs and 2 cats (1 named sister Snowcloud :) )

and they have been my loving family while I heal from my childhood and the loss of my

son... have you done a video about dogs? (Or cats?) I couldn't find one and would LOVE

to hear your perspective on these friends of ours. One of my dogs I'm pretty sure is my

angel incarnated to help me heal my heart or something but I don't have access to

information like you would...  the other 2 feel like my physical protectors (not needed I

hope) and they are all master cat herders. Congratulations, little Snowy is so beautiful and

I'm glad  you have some more lovely cuddle energy in your life.

MMaaii--ddaa
Posted October 19 · Report

OOnn  SSaattuurrddaayy,,  OOccttoobbeerr  0077,,  22001177  aatt  1100::5588  PPMM,,  CCrryyssttaall  RRoobb  ssaaiidd::

W.W. what can't you get - is anybody out there..? Teal has already commented on

the impending internal self-destruction of Good Ol' USofA.
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I like your comments 

As in the words of the Pink Floyd album The Wall: "Time to go, time to go..."

Surely Donald's perspective should be enough - not that I know for def but imagine

he must have tweeted several thousand times by now... 

Why should Teal have any better idea than you can figure out yourself. It just is. The

people there were a vibrational match. Is it not more correct to simply go love those

close to you; realising you may only ever have this one chance to say how you love

them. Use your internal emotional guidance system - your heart. Family and friends -

enjoy them while you still can.

 

===============================

Dear Sea Biscuit, you go kick some arse!

I for one am looking forward to 'Teal Getting Real'

crystal Rob

 

PS: Snowy is  the vibrational match to Teal's community - not without hard work,

mind you.

OOnn  SSaattuurrddaayy,,  OOccttoobbeerr  0077,,  22001177  aatt  1111::1100  PPMM,,  CCrryyssttaall  RRoobb  ssaaiidd::

Interesting.... When that commentary is turned backwards and at the speed of the

normal human thinking mind, with added loud heavy metal music and played 100

miles away from where I'm listening - that all makes perfect sense. It's amazing,

simply amazing.

Can you please comment on Donald again, and the impending fate of Amerika - I'd

love your perspective...?

Oh, also on total disassociation and disconnection of the soul from the mind... like

that one too please; if not too much trouble...

many thanks in advance

crystal Rob

If you get a Meet & Greet afterwards, she will, she will  ^.^
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Create an account
Sign up for a new account in our

community. It's easy!

Register a new account

Sign in
Already have an account? Sign in here.

Sign In Now

Create an account or sign in to comment
You need to be a member in order to leave a comment

# Sign in with Facebook + Sign in with Google

Best, 

CCrriiss  BBrraacckkeetttt
Posted November 2 · Report

Loved the meditation idea on the plane. I'll have to try that. And nice to hear a personal

message from you Teal. I look forward to a completion process workshop
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